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BE AT THE TOP
Who we are
HilltopAds is a global advertising network representing a perfect combination of smart tech solutions and custom approach to help
enhance online business growth for advertisers, webmasters and ad networks.
HilltopAds launched in 2014 with a big plan in mind. We prioritised the development of a cutting-edge advertising platform and focused
on engineering an ad serving optimisation technology for web and mobile traffic monetisation. This strategy lead to a strong and reliable
product that our partners recognise worldwide. It not only helps increase their revenue, but builds trust in our deep knowledge of the
digital advertising world.
Our smart self-service platform for advertisers allows an easy launch and optimisation of their ad campaigns resulting in a strong target
audience engagement and high ROI. Our advertisers also enjoy advanced targeting and anti-adblocking solutions for ultimate brand
reach.
For publishers, we offer a unique ad server solution which automatically rotates the best converting ads and tracks down malicious
sources and excludes them from our ad feed. On top of that, our publishers benefit from high eCPM rates, various inner settings for traffic
monetisation, and zero transaction fees.
In a rapidly developing world of digital marketing our main goal is to build long lasting relationships with our business partners and
dedicate our work to mutual growth and success.

Core values

Innovation

hilltopads.com

Balance

Performance

Cooperation
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REACH
Global Monthly Impressions
North America

2 600 000 000

South America

1 200 000 000

Central America
Europe
Africa

34%

Social

Entertainment

4 360 000 000
550 000 000
600 000 000

Central Asia

18 000 000

Southern Asia

4%

55 000 000

Middle East

Russia

hilltopads.com

Our Top Verticals

8%

21%

Downloads

Video

280 000 000
1 500 000 000

Eastern Asia

350 000 000

South-Eastern Asia

680 000 000

Oceania

150 000 000

10%

12%

Dating

Games

11%

Filehosts
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TOP AD FORMATS

Popunders
Most popular ad format appears hidden
behind the main browser window and
open once the main window is closed or
minimized.

Instant Message

Similar to instant messenger chat box.
Sized 250×150, this ad format is best for
dating and entertainment niches.

hilltopads.com

Display Banners
Popular placements and sizes: leader
board (468×60, 728×90, 320×50),
rectangle (300×250, 800×440),
skyscraper (160×300, 160×600).

Direct Links

CPC based, this format is usually
used by publishers as a blind link.

Push Up Ads
Perfect for mobile devices, push
ups appear in front of browser
window, this add format is ideal for
mobile advertising.

In-Video Banners

Display ads sized 300×250 and
468×60 placed inside your video
player.
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WHY HILLTOPADS?
CPC, CPM, CPA, CPL, CPI, CPO, CPS
We deliver traffic with the most popular and profitable payment models.

Security
Our state of the art in-house security system automatically filters and rejects bot traffic, click farms, malwares
and viruses. Additionally, Hilltopads platform offers full HTTPS by generating HTTPS ad tags.

Real-time detailed statistics
All HilltopAds advertisers are provided with an opportunity to track ad campaign performance in real time for
immediate optimisation.

Custom solutions for valued partners
We understand that every advertiser is different. Our goal is to create an individual, flexible and profitable plan
of action for every customer and with every ad campaign.

Advanced targeting
With our smart targeting technology we offer advanced targeting solutions for high quality conversions.

hilltopads.com
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ADVANCED TARGETING

Country/City/Language

Keyword

hilltopads.com

Device Type

Retargeting

Time/Frequency
Cap Targeting

IP Range / ISP

Browser / OS

Mobile Carrier / Wi-Fi
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UNIQUE

FEATURES

For Advertisers

For Publishers

Self-service for Advertisers

Anti ad blocking solution

Your personal account at Hilltopads is fully equipped with all the needed
information to start your first campaign and manage your own performance at
ease without approval. Are you a beginner? Your Рersonal Manager will guide
you every step of the way.

Our anti ad blocking solution helps you deliver your ads to the viewers even
with their Ad-Blocker active.

Traffic from direct Publishers
Get high quality traffic directly from our best publishers.

Own Ad Server solution
We put our time to develop our own Ad Server solution to monetise traffic
effectively.

Real-time bidding system

Ad networks rotation and eCPM real-time optimisation
This feature lets our partners with higher CPM rates get more traffic and high
converting offers in real-time mode. Our unique internally developed
optimisation system will help you optimise your ad campaigns to achieve best
results.

No financial transaction fees
At HilltopAds we take care of your payment fees.

24/7 qualified support

Take advantage of changing bid prices in real time and access billions of daily
impressions.

Whether it’s day or night, our experienced international team of managers is
always here to help!

Integration with mobile tracking systems

Payouts

Get detailed tracking statistics from all traffic sources through popular
systems: AdsBridge, AppsFlyer, Voluum.

hilltopads.com

Payouts are made with Net7 hold policy or per Publishers request via popular
payment systems: Paxum, PayPal, Wire Transfer, ePayments, Webmoney,
ePayService.
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OUR PARTNERS
We have been working with HillTopAds for over 2 years now and during that time, they have become one of our major traffic sources. Their
platform is constantly evolving and updating with improved functionality resulting in great traffic quality proving their platform works. We
started off with a non self-served platform and now have a fully self-served, comfortable platform great for creating, maintaining and
monitoring campaigns. To top it all off, their service is fantastic. Our Account Manager knows what he is talking about and is always quick to
respond with friendly, smart solutions.

A trustable network with great quality traffic.

We greatly value our long and productive partnerships with HilltopAds. They offer a user-friendly self-service platform for advertisers with
easy to set-up campaigns and, of course, high volumes of traffic!

hilltopads.com
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FIND OUT MORE! CONTACT US!
General enquiries for Publishers and Advertisers
support@hilltopads.com

Follow us:

Hilltopads

